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Summary
Delhi bench of the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) has ruled in favour of the taxpayer,
quashing tax officer's observations that shares of group companies received by the
taxpayer as part of internal family realignment amongst family members are sham and
colourable transactions.
The ITAT further ruled that receipt of shares pursuant to a family arrangement cannot be
termed as gift/benefit or perquisite1.

Facts of the case

holding her to be the alleged

 The taxpayer2 is an investment company.

beneficiary. A total of INR 159.32 crore

It received notice against the return filed
for assessment year (AY) 2014-15.
 During assessment proceedings, the tax

were taxed in her hands3.
 The taxpayer filed an appeal against the
order of the tax officer. However, the

officer observed that Arti Jindal held

appeal was dismissed by the

99.9% shares in the taxpayer, during the

commissioner (Appeals).

year, out of which 99.6% of the shares
were transferred to M/s P R J Holdings
Private Trust (‘trust’) as gift.
 The tax officer observed that, as part of

 Aggrieved by the order, the taxpayer
preferred an appeal before the ITAT.
Taxpayer’s contention
 No cogent reasoning given by the tax

an internal family realignment, the

officer: The taxpayer submitted that the

taxpayer has received shares of certain

tax officer failed to appreciate that the

listed companies as gift without

shares of listed companies received by it

consideration. The receipt of shares was

as a gift were pursuant to an internal

taxed in the hands of Arti Jindal, by

1

for the purpose of section 2(24)(iv) of the Income-tax Act, 1961 (the Act)

2

M/s Glebe Trading Pvt. Ltd. (ITA No. 191/Del/2019)
under section 2(24) (iv) of the Act

3
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family realignment. Further, the tax

taxpayer but taxed the same in the

officer has failed to provide any cogent

hands of the shareholder of the taxpayer

reason while alleging that the

by holding it to be a beneficiary. The

transaction was sham and colourable

ITAT also noted the discrepancy in tax

undertaken to avoid tax.

officer’s approach. On the one hand, the

 Compliance with statutory provisions:

tax officer stated that the taxpayer has

The taxpayer submitted that the said gift

benefited from the transaction, on the

of shares were given, in compliance with

other hand, it alleged that the

necessary statutory provisions, after

transaction of gift of shares by the

obtaining necessary authorisations and

shareholder to the trust was not valid

following due process under law. The

and was a sham and void transaction

taxpayer also submitted the

undertaken to avoid tax.

memorandum of understanding (MoU)

 Gift pursuant to family arrangement: The

for realignment of equity share holdings

ITAT took note of the MoU submitted by

entered between the family members.

the taxpayer and held that share

 No benefit received by the shareholder:

transferred pursuant to a family

The tax officer exceeded his jurisdiction

arrangement and an internal family

in observing that the receipt of shares

realignment amongst the members

was taxable in the hands of the

cannot be considered as a gift.

shareholder, by lifting the corporate veil,

 Taxpayer’s appeal allowed: The ITAT held

without appreciating the fact that the

that the tax officer cannot comment on a

alleged beneficiary never obtained any

transaction to be sham by lifting the

benefit from this transaction at any time.

corporate veil without providing any

ITAT’s observations and order
 Discrepancy in tax officer’s approach:
The ITAT noted that the tax officer did not
make any addition in the hands of the
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cogent reasons4. Thus, the ITAT ruled that
since the tax officer cannot comment on a
third party (i.e., the shareholder), the
observations made by him are without any
jurisdiction. Therefore, the ITAT allowed the
appeal filed by the taxpayer.

Our comments
The ruling reiterates the principle that
transactions pursuant to a family
arrangement/family realignment
cannot be considered as
gift/perquisite/benefits received and
hence non-taxable.
Further, the ITAT has also emphasised
that lifting of corporate veil by the tax
officer without providing any persuasive
reasons to tax a third party is
impermissible under the Act.

and appreciating that the beneficiary never
obtained any benefit from this transaction at any
time.
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